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ABSTRACT
We present a data pipeline for the newly installed SST/CHROMIS imaging spectrometer, as well as for the older SST/CRISP spec-
tropolarimeter. The aim is to provide observers with a user-friendly data pipeline, that delivers science-ready data with the metadata
needed for archival. We generalized the CRISPRED data pipeline for multiple instruments and added metadata according to rec-
ommendations worked out as part of the SOLARNET project. We made improvements to several steps in the pipeline, including
the MOMFBD image restoration. A part of that is a new fork of the MOMFBD program called REDUX, with several new features
that are needed in the new pipeline. The CRISPEX data viewer has been updated to accommodate data cubes stored in this format.
The pipeline code, as well as REDUX and CRISPEX are all freely available through git repositories or web download. We derive
expressions for combining statistics of individual frames into statistics for a set of frames. We define a new extension to the World
Coordinate System, that allow us to specify cavity errors as distortions to the spectral coordinate.
1. Introduction
Scientists working with data from ground-based, high-resolution
solar telescopes were for many years required to maintain de-
tailed knowledge about the telescopes and instruments with
which their data were collected. With an increasing complexity
of instruments and observing sequences during the last decade,
this has become increasingly difficult. Only the home institutes
of the instruments and a few other, strong groups were able to
maintain the necessary knowledge.
Meanwhile, space-based solar telescopes have come with
data pipelines that deliver well characterized data, along with
metadata that facilitate their interpretation. Such data have then
been made available to researchers around the world through
web-based virtual observatories with searchable databases. This
has significantly increased the scientific use of those data.
In recent years, data pipelines also for the major ground-
based telescopes have been made available to observers, mak-
ing the production of science-ready data a matter of some train-
ing and adequate computer resources. Some of these pipelines
are the IBIS Software Package (Criscuoli & Tritschler 2014) for
the Interferometric BIdimensional Spectropolarimeter (IBIS);
CRISPRED (de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2015) for the CRISP
imaging spectropolarimeter; the ROSA data reduction pipeline
(Jess & Keys 2017) for the Rapid Oscillations in the Solar At-
mosphere instrument (ROSA); sTools (Kuckein et al. 2017) for
the GREGOR Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (GFPI).
Working within the recently completed SOLARNET project,
Haugan et al. (2015) set out to define the metadata needed for the
inclusion of ground-based solar data in future Solar Virtual Ob-
servatories (SVOs). This adds another level of documentation,
based on the expectation that the data will be used without the
observers being involved.
With the recent commisioning of the CHROMospheric
Imaging Spectrometer (CHROMIS; Scharmer et al. in prep) at
the Swedish 1-meter Solar Telescope (SST)1, we needed a new
pipeline. The new instrument is similar enough to CRISP that
it was evident that the CRISPRED code could be used, but it
had to be rewritten to remove hard-coded CRISP assumptions.
Inclusion of the SOLARNET metadata recommendations re-
quired a more thorough rewrite. We decided to work in a new
fork, dubbed CHROMISRED, so observers reducing CRISP data
would not be disturbed by the ongoing developments. Now that
the new code base is fully operational for CHROMIS, we have
re-implemented full support for CRISP data in it.
This paper describes the new pipeline, SSTRED. The names
CRISPRED and CHROMISRED are retained as the modes of
SSTRED used for the two instruments. It also describes updates
to the auxiliary data-cube browsing program CRISPEX, as well
as relevant details of the CHROMIS and CRISP instruments and
other optics.
2. Instrumentation
2.1. Telescope and AO
The primary optical element of the SST (Scharmer et al. 2003) is
a singlet lens with a focal length of 20.3 m at 460 nm and a 98-
cm aperture. A mirror at the primary focus reflects the light to a
Schupmann corrector, which forms an achromatic focus through
a field lens (FL) next to the primary focus. See Fig. 1.
The imaging setup2 following the Schupmann focus is illus-
trated in Fig. 2, in the caption of which acronyms for many op-
tical elements are defined. The beam expands (via the TM) to
1 CHROMIS was installed in August 2016.
2 The TM, DM, and RL optics are mounted on a turntable, making
it possible to point the horizontal beam in another direction. This is
used for observations with TRIPPEL (Kiselman et al. 2011), which is
mounted on a separate optical table.
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the SST, from the 1-m lens, via the two alt-az
mirrors, the field mirror on the bottom plate (inset A), the Schup-
mann corrector (inset B), the field lens and exit window (inset
A), to the tip-tilt mirror (TM), deformable mirror (DM), and re-
imaging lens (RL) on the optical table (inset C). The optical path
continues in Fig. 2.
a pupil plane at the location of the bimorph DM. Here, the tele-
scope pupil is re-imaged by the FL located just before the Schup-
mann focus. The RL makes a converging F/46 beam parallel to
the optical table.
The light is split by the 500 nm DC into a blue beam with
CHROMIS and a red beam with CRISP. The wavefront for the
AO is measured with the WFS in the red beam, while the CT in
the blue beam is used to measure image motion corrected with
the TM.
2.2. CHROMIS
The CHROMospheric Imaging Spectrometer (CHROMIS;
Scharmer et al. in prep.; Scharmer 2006) is based on a dual-
Fabry–Perot filter, similar to CRISP but designed for use at
wavelengths in the range 380–500 nm and currently without po-
larimetry. In particular, CHROMIS is optimized for use in the
Ca ii H and K lines, which are formed in the upper chromo-
sphere.
The blue light with λ <∼ 500 nm is transmitted through the
DC toward the DBS, that reflects most of the light to the NB
beam and transmits the remainder to the WB beam (where it is
in turn split between the CT and the two WB cameras). The DBS
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Fig. 2: Setup schematics. Light from the telescope enters from
upper left. FL = field lens, FS = field stop, TM = tip-tilt mir-
ror; DM = deformable mirror; RL = reimaging lens; DC =
dichroic beamsplitter; DBS = double beamsplitter, CT = cor-
relation tracker; AO WFS = adaptive optics wavefront sensor;
WB BS = wide-band beam splitter; FPI = Fabry–Pérot inter-
ferometer, LCs = liquid crystal modulators; P BS = polarizing
beamsplitter, NB = narrowband, WB = wideband, NBT = nar-
rowband transmitted, NBR = narrowband reflected, PD = phase
diversity. Distances and angles do not correspond to the physical
setup.
was designed to reflect 90% to the NB path but the current DBS
does not reflect more than ∼60%. A new DBS with the proper
splitting will hopefully be installed during the 2019 season. This
will improve the SNR in the NB, which will be particularly im-
portant in a future polarimetry upgrade of the instrument.
The NB path goes through a filter wheel, the filter character-
istics are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The design FWHM
of the FPI NB transmission profile is 8 pm at the Ca ii H and K
lines and 10 pm at H-β. However, the measured profile width in
Ca ii is estimated to ∼13 pm (Rouppe van der Voort et al. 2017),
which has been traced to a manufacturing error in the etalon re-
flectivities. New etalons are being manufactured and are planned
to be installed during 2019.
With the present set of prefilters, CHROMIS can be used in
two wavelength regions. One region covers the Ca ii H and K
lines. Scanning through the wide Ca ii lines is done through
five separate 3-cavity narrowband pre-filters, while simultaneous
wideband data, used for context and supporting image restora-
tion, are collected through a single wideband filter with a wave-
length between the lines. The other region covers the H-β line,
with wideband data collected in the continuum to the blue of
the line. The prefilters can be tuned toward the blue by tilting
them by small angles, to extend the spectral regions accessible
by CHROMIS.
The CHROMIS FPIs are mounted in a telecentric setup, sim-
ilar to the CRISP FPIs (see discussion by Scharmer 2006).
The WB re-imaging system makes a beam that is identical to
the one after the CHROMIS FPIs. The PD camera collects data
approximately 1 wave out of focus to facilitate Phase Diversity
image restoration.
All three cameras are Grasshopper3 2.3 MP Mono USB3 Vi-
sion (GS3-U3-23S6M-C) cameras, manufactured by PointGrey.
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(a) Ca ii filter profiles
(b) H-β filter profiles
Fig. 3: CHROMIS filter profiles. Red lines:
NB pre-filters. Blue lines: WB filters. The
filter profiles shown are measured in the
center of the filter by the manufacturer. The
FPI profiles are not wide enough to plot
here. The grey line represents the average
disk center atlas spectrum, normalized to
the continuum. See also Table 1.
Table 1: CHROMIS filters.
Wide-band filters Narrow-band prefilters
Wavelength band CWL [nm] FWHM [nm] Tpeak Wavelength band CWL [nm] FWHM [nm] Tpeak
Ca ii WB 395 1.32 0.9

Ca ii K blue 392.52 0.41 0.86
Ca ii K core 393.41 0.41 0.8
Ca ii H core 396.88 0.41 0.8
Ca ii H red 397.74 0.41 0.83
Ca ii continuum 399.04 0.42 0.76
H-β WB 484.55 0.65 0.9 H-β 486.22 0.48 0.92
Notes. CWL = center wavelength at normal incidence, Tpeak = peak transmission as given by the manufacturer. See also measured transmission
profiles in Fig. 3.
They are equipped with Sony Pregius IMX174 globally shut-
tered CMOS detectors with 1920×1200 pixels with 5.86 µm
pitch. These cameras are synchronized electronically so there is
no need for an external shutter as in CRISP. The plate scale was
∼0′′.038/pixel during the 2016–2019 seasons.
The cameras are currently set to ∼80 frames per second. This
generates ∼5 TB of image data per hour.
The Grasshopper3 cameras are not optimal with respect
to well depth but were a suitable compromise at the time
CHROMIS was installed. New cameras have emerged on the
market and will likely be purchased in 2019.
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(f) 854.3 nm filter profiles
Fig. 4: CRISP prefilter profiles as measured by the manufacturer, installed before the 2018 season. The grey lines represent the
average disk center atlas spectrum, normalized to the continuum. (The 587.66 filter was installed already in 2016, but it belongs to
the new batch of filters with matching power.) See also Table 2.
2.3. CRISP
Details about the CRisp Imaging SpectroPolarimeter (CRISP)
are given by Scharmer et al. (2008) and (with an emphasis on
data processing) by de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2015). Here
follows a brief update.
Before the 2015 season, new ferroelectric LCs (de Wijn et al.
2011) were installed, replacing the old nematic LCs. Because
they occupy more space on the optical table, they were installed
directly after the WB BS rather than in the old position before
the PBS.
We have known since 2013 that the CRISP prefilters manu-
factured by Barr have non-negligible optical power, making the
focus vary between the filters. This was compensated for by use
of a variable focus on the DM, with the unfortunate consequence
of making focus errors in the blue beam instead. In practice,
this limited most recent CRISP observations to use prefilters that
happened to have similar optical power or to not have simultane-
ous blue data to all CRISP observations. New CRISP prefilters,
made by Alluxa, with matching power were installed before the
2018 season. Transmission profiles in Fig. 4, see also Table 2.
The varying optical power caused a variation in image scale
of up to several percent between some of the old CRISP pre-
filters. The image scale with the new filters agree to within ∼1‰
or better.
The Sarnoff CAM1M100 cameras are now more than
10 years old. We have four of them, but only three at a time have
been used regularly. The fourth has been used as a spare and has
only rarely been installed as a PD camera. It now has hardware
problems. When we purchase new cameras for CHROMIS, we
Table 2: CRISP prefilters installed 2018.
CWL [nm] FWHM [nm] Main diagnostic PC
517.24 517.23 0.32 0.32 Mg i 517.2
587.66 0.54 He D3 587.6
617.36 617.43 0.49 0.50 Fe i 617.3 X
630.21 630.19 0.50 0.50 Fe i 630.2 X
656.30 656.40 0.52 0.53 H i 656.3
854.22 854.23 0.84 0.83 Ca ii 854.2 X
Notes. The CWL (center wavelength) and FWHM values are measured
from the profiles plotted in Fig. 4. PC: Calibrated for polarimetry. See
also Table A.1 in Paper I. (The 587.66 filter was installed already in
2016, but it belongs to the new batch of filters with matching power.)
will likely also replace the CRISP cameras with the same model.
A PD camera for CRISP will be installed at that point.
3. Overview of SSTRED processing
This section gives an overview of the processing steps for reduc-
ing CRISP and CHROMIS data with SSTRED. See Appendix A
for notes on the pipeline code.
3.1. Pre-MOMFBD
The first step in processing SST data for a particular observing
day is running a setup script, that locates and analyzes the direc-
tory tree with the day’s observed data, identifying science data
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as well as the various kinds of calibration data. A configuration
file and a script with the recommended processing steps are then
written in a work directory (one per instrument). At this time,
the setup script generates such setups, ready for processing, only
for CRISP and CHROMIS data.
Summing of calibration data: darks, flats, pinholes, po-
larimeteric. Make flat cubes. Statistics calculated, allows check-
ing for outliers and removing suspicious frames as described by
de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2015).
Calculate modulation matrices for each CRISP pixel based
on polarimetric calibrations (see CRISPRED paper).
Measure FPI cavity errors. See Sect. 4.2.
Pinhole calibration to get geometrical transform to align im-
ages from different cameras. See Sect. 4.1.
Prefilter correction and intensity calibration: See Sect. 4.3.
3.2. MOMFBD
The MOMFBD processing includes image remapping based on
pinhole calibration. This step aligns the cameras. See Sect. 4.1
Two additional steps are required to prepare for the
MOMFBD image restoration. Soft links to raw data files are
made with names tailored to the MOMFBD code’s requirements
and MOMFBD setup files are produced, one per scan.
The MOMFBD image restoration is done outside of IDL,
details in Sect. 5.
SSTRED uses a new fork of the momfbd code written by
van Noort et al. (2005). The new code, REDUX, is described in
Appendix A.3.
3.3. Post-MOMFBD
The post-MOMFBD steps assemble the MOMFBD-restored im-
ages into science-ready data cubes with metadata.
In a first step, the restored WB images are assembled, ro-
tated, aligned, destretched into a smoothly running image se-
quence (movie), one frame per scan. The image sequence is then
stored as a FITS data cube along with the parameters used for
alignment, rotation, and destretching of the WB images.
In a final step, the following operations are performed on the
restored NB images, producing a science-ready cube:
– Alignment with extra WB object. This corrects for residual
warping from anisoplanatic effects between NB images with
different tuning and/or polarimetric states. See Sect. 5.2.
– For polarimetric data, demodulation of images in the four LC
states to Stokes components. See de la Cruz Rodríguez et al.
(2015).
– Continuum-wideband alignment (for Ca ii). This corrects for
time-variable misalignment due to chromatic dispersion in
the atmosphere and in the telescope. See Sect. 4.4.
– The geometrical operations on the WB image from the cor-
responding scan. These are the geometrical transformations
needed to make the transition from scan to scan smooth.
– Intensity normalization. Compensation for WB intensity
variations (mostly solar elevation but can also be thin
clouds), Sect. 4.3.
– Intensity scaling to get correct units by use of the prefilter
calibration described in Sect. 4.3.
The cubes have dimensions [Nx,Ny,Ntun,Npol,Nscan], where
Nx and Ny are the spatial dimensions, Ntun is the number of wave-
length tuning positions, Npol is the number of polarization states,
and Nscan is the number of scans through the line. The physical
coordinates are the Solar spatial coordinates, the wavelengths,
the polarization states, and the temporal coordinates. They are
not strictly equivalent to the pixel coordinates. The spatial coor-
dinates vary with time (due to the solar rotation), and the time
coordinate is advanced both while tuning and from scan to scan.
This is specified in the metadata using the WCS, see Sect. 6.2.
4. Calibrations
4.1. Camera alignment
The alignment of the cameras is measured by use of images of
a pinhole array target mounted in the Schupmann focus, directly
after the FS. This process is described by van Noort et al. (2005),
although there is now a new implementation.
Before, field-dependent shifts in the two axis directions were
stored as images with X and Y offsets, one value per pixel in
the detectors. This format can represent very general geometric
deformations but has in practice only been used for global shifts
(small ones, large ones represented by ALIGN_CLIPS), image
scale differences, skew and field rotation. When the MOMFBD
program had read a subfield in the anchor (WB) image it would
get the matching subfield in another camera/channel by looking
up the X and Y shifts for the center position of the anchor camera
and 1) applying the rounded offsets to the pixels coordinates to
read out and 2) adding the sub-pixels remainders of the offsets
to the wavefront tilt terms of the channel.
This scheme has some limitations. Primarily, it often leads
to problems near the edges of the field of view. This is mostly
due to the fact that the images are clipped before the offsets are
applied. This leads to pixels near the corners being filled with
zeroes if there is even a slight rotation, or scale difference, be-
tween the cameras. Also, the shifts are not accurately described
by a quadratic surface near the edges (which the old calibration
assumes). The calibration itself was also not very robust with
respect to rotations. The new method, on the other hand, can
handle arbitrary rotations and scale differences, and can also be
used to align CRISP and CHROMIS images.
The new method consists of determining the projective trans-
forms3 relating each channel to the reference channel in the form
of a 3×3 matrix,
H =

h00 h01 h02
h10 h11 h12
h20 h21 1
 , (1)
acting on the projective coordinate vector, [x, y, 1]T, followed by
a normalization to maintain unity in the third element. The top-
left 2×2 block of H encodes rotation, magnification and mirror-
ing, h02 and h12 are translations in x and y (i.e. the top 2 rows of
the matrix make up an affine transform) and the elements h20 and
h21 are responsible for perspective skew and keystone effects. A
simple sanity-check for the SST setup is that h00 and h11 should
3 In the final version we should have a proper reference and/or an ap-
pendix that explains how these tranformations work. Until then, here
are some links to further reading:
– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homography,
– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homogeneous_coordinates,
– https://www.math.louisville.edu/~pksaho01/teaching/
Lecture3.pdf,
– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformation_matrix#
Affine_transformations.
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be close to ±1, h20 and h21 should be within a few tens of pixels
from 0 (or from the detector size, in case of mirroring), and that
h20 and h21 should be tiny (∼10−5).
Besides the advantages in accuracy and efficiency of the cal-
ibrations, and alignment during MOMFBD, there are some ad-
ditional bonuses. E.g., inverse or composed mappings are trivial
matrix operations. Many tools (such as OpenCV) can be used to
transform images using these matrices, or it can be done directly
in IDL.
4.2. Cavity errors
CHROMIS is based on a dual FPI, mounted in telecentric con-
figuration. By changing the separation of the etalon cavities, the
central wavelength of the FPI can be tuned at different wave-
lengths. However, the etalon passband is not centered at exactly
the same wavelength over the entire FOV. Deviations from the
nominal tuning wavelengths are caused by spatial variations in
the separations D between the FPI etalons, the cavities. This cav-
ity error causes an error in the wavelength through δλ = δD·λ/D.
Cavity errors affect the preparation of the flat fields. The
flat field data are acquired while moving the telescope in circles
around disk center. Therefore, the quiet-Sun average spectrum is
imprinted in the flat fields. Similarly to CRISP, the latter would
not pose any complication if our images were strictly acquired
in the same passband over the entire FOV, but the presence of
field-dependent cavity errors can introduce spurious gain varia-
tion that originate from the slope of a line profile.
We use a self-consistent method to determine the gain-table
from the flat field data. The idea is to fit a model to all data points.
The model consists of a pixel-by-pixel correction for our current
estimate of the cavity error, gain factor, a multiplicative polyno-
mial in λ that accounts for fringes and prefilter variations across
the FOV, and a piecewise cubic Hermitian spline that is fitted to
the corrected data, forcing the model to produce a smooth repre-
sentation of the spectrum, assumed to be the same in every pixel
of the FOV.
This procedure is iterated a few times to make the estimate of
the mean spectrum consistent with the corrections that are fitted
at every pixel. In the first iteration, the code sets the cavity errors
to zero and the gain factor to the mean of the spectrum. That is
the reason why we see that all points are represented in vertical
columns located at the nominal observed wavelength positions
in Fig. 5(a) (an example with the Ca ii K core prefilter). The ver-
tical dispersion is due to uncorrected cavity errors and to vari-
ations of the prefilter curve and wavelength dependent fringes,
that must be fitted in consecutive iterations. In the converged
plot, Fig. 5(b), all these effects have been corrected to test the
quality of the fits. A tight fit to the blue curve (the splines that are
our estimate of the quiet-Sun spectrum) indicates that our model
can describe the observed data well. de la Cruz Rodríguez et al.
(2015) describe this method in detail.
Fig. 6 shows an example of the spatial variation of the cavity
errors, that have been derived using this method. Once we have
a good estimate of the cavity errors and of the average spectrum
that is present in the flat field data, we can prepare our gaintables
by removing the imprint of the solar spectrum.
4.3. Intensity calibration
The observed intensities are calibratied by comparison with the
quiet Sun spectrum and a model of the prefilter profile.
CHROMIS uses a 3-cavity prefilter to isolate a single trans-
mission peak from both etalons. The profiles of these prefilters
can be modeled fairly well assuming a Lorentzian shape multi-
plied with an antisymetric polynomial,
P¯(λ) =
P0
1 +
(
2
λ − λ0
∆λ
)2ncav · (1 + aλ + bλ3) (2)
where P0 is a scale factor, λ0 is the central wavelength of the pre-
filter, ∆λ is the FWHM and ncav is the number of cavities of the
prefilter. The Lorentzian is a symmetric function, but real filters
can be asymmetric or have a small slope around the maximum.
The antisymmetric polynomial allows the modeling of small de-
viations from the idealized case.
In order to characterize the prefilter response in our observa-
tions, we use a quiet-Sun observation, preferably close in time
to our observations. The latter is compared to the Hamburg disk
center atlas spectrum (Neckel 1999; Brault & Neckel 1987), de-
graded to the CHROMIS spectral resolution. We perform a least-
squares fit to determine the optimal combination of parameters
in Eq. (2), using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Fig. 7 shows an example of these fits for Ca ii K (a) and for
the Hβ line (b). The derived prefilter curve, evaluated at the ob-
served wavelength grid, is also plotted along with the fits in this
figure.
The fitted P0 parameter is used as a conversion factor, us-
ing the atlas as reference, from camera counts to SI units
(W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1). We then use the ratio of average WB intensi-
ties between the quiet-Sun dataset and our science data to correct
for varying air mass due to changes in the solar elevation. If the
science data are not acquired at disk center, this procedure also
remove the effects of the center to limb variations. So the data
user/interpreter may want to put this back using tabulated CLV,
which is available from several studies (references).
4.4. Time-variable alignments
The pinhole calibration of Sect. 4.1 usually makes MOMFBD-
restored images from a scan very well aligned. However, when
analyzing the restored Ca ii data from September 2016, we no-
ticed that the alignment within the scans was not as good as ex-
pected. The NB continuum images were misaligned to the cor-
responding WB images by several pixels. (Like the NB contin-
uum, the WB data is photospheric and similar enough that cross-
correlation works well.) Comparisons of images in the Ca ii K
blue wing and Ca ii H red wing (formed at the same height in the
Solar atmosphere) also indicated a wavelength-dependent and
approximately misalignment.
The misalignment of raw wideband data and narrowband
continuum data as a function of time, see Fig. 8, has two compo-
nents. One component varies with telescope elevation in a way
that matches atmospheric dispersion. The other component is pe-
riodic and we found that the period matches that of the tem-
perature of the telescope bottom plate, regulated by a servo-
controlled cooling system. This temperature is also shown in
Fig. 8. The alignment of the Schupmann corrector has a wave-
length dispersion effect Scharmer et al. (2003). The working hy-
pothesis for the periodic component is that the temperature vari-
ations have a minute effect on the alignment of the field mirror
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(a) Ca ii K core, initial (b) Ca ii K core, converged
Fig. 5: Sample fitgains diagnostic plots. Black: measured intensities in all pixels. Red: node points for spline fitting. Blue: fitted
spectrum. Note that the outermost node points have moved to the extreme wavelength points in (b).
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Fig. 6: Characterization of the CHROMIS instrument at 394 nm
over the 1920×1200-pixel NB detector. Cavity error map of the
high resolution etalon.
that reflects the SST beam to the corrector or within the corrector
itself.4
We have implemented a procedure for measuring and cor-
recting the misalignment of the MOMFBD-restored Ca ii scans.
The process needs to be repeated for each scan because of the
temporal variations. The misalignment between the WB and NB
continuum images is measured by cross-correlation. The mis-
alignments at the Ca ii H wavelengths are then calculated by lin-
ear interpolation between the WB 395 nm and the NB continuum
399 nm. Similarly, linear extrapolation gives the misalignment at
the Ca ii K wavelengths.
Because the success of the cross-correlation measurements
depends on the data quality, the measurements are smoothed
with an ad hoc method that ignores outliers and weights data
points with respect to image RMS contrast. The variations
around the smoothed line (disregarding the low-contrast outliers)
suggest that the precision is a few tenths of a pixel.
Correcting this misalignment after MOMFBD restoration is
much easier and less time consuming than doing it with the raw
4 For the 2017 season, tuned the temperature servo to smaller vari-
ations? Check this by plotting temperature with time for 2017–2019
data.
data. Luckily, the misalignment is only a few pixels, small in
comparison to the subfield size. The MOMFBD assumption of a
common wavefront in WB and NB is therefore not significantly
violated.
Note that the Ca ii misalignment is significant due to the the
wavelength range of the multiple prefilters, more than 7 nm (see
Fig. 3). As a comparison, the width of the single prefilter of H-β
is only ∼1 nm. The CRISP prefilters are even less wide.
5. MOMFBD image restoration
MFBD methods, including Phase Diversity (PD, see Sect. 5.3),
are based on a model fitting approach, where the unknown wave-
front aberrations are expanded into linear combinations of basis
functions that span a subspace of all possible aberrations (see
e.g., Löfdahl 2002, and references therein). The coefficients of
this expansion are then fitted to the image data. (Using KL modes
means we use the statistically most relevant subspace given the
number of modes.)
Imaging spectro(polari)meters: For each wavelength posi-
tion (and polarization state), in the interest of increasing the ac-
quisition cadence, only a few frames are collected. This is too
few for MFBD to restore the contrast effectively. The NB data
can also suffer from bad SNR, particularly in the core of deep
lines, which would also affect the restoration quality. This is
solved by collecting wide-band (WB) images in synchronization
with the NB images, with the result that a NB line scan is always
accompanied by a simultaneous WB data set that is large enough
for restoration of images. The MOMFBD algorithm5 can use the
WB and NB data together to make a joint restoration (Löfdahl
2002; van Noort et al. 2005).
Some of the issues with doing MOMFBD image restora-
tion with spectro-polarimetric data are described by van Noort
& Rouppe van der Voort (2008), Schnerr et al. (2011), and de la
Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2015).
5 The multiple objects used in MOMFBD are within the same FOV
on the Sun, but collected in different wavelengths and/or polarization
states.
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Fig. 7: Sample prefilter fit diagnostic plots. The “fitted prefilter” curve is in arbitrary units.
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(b) Y misalignment
Fig. 8: Co-variation of continuum/wideband misalignment measured with raw data and telescope bottom plate temperature. These
data were collected during the morning hours of 2016-09-19. In bad seeing, measurements most often tend toward zero. The blue
boxes correspond approximately to the ranges of Fig. 9(b) and (c).
(a) RMS contrast (b) X misalignment (c) Y misalignment
Fig. 9: Continuum alignment diagnostic plots for 121 Ca ii scans collected from 09:28:36 on 2016-09-19, covering approximately
one period of the undulations shown in Fig. 8. (a) WB RMS contrast; (b) Continuum/WB X misalignment; (c) Continuum/WB Y
misalignment. Filled circles in (b) and (c): misalignment measured by use of cross correlation with MOMFBD restored data, colors
represent RMS contrast as shown in (a). Lines in (b) and (c): shifts in X and Y used for alignment, misalignment smoothed with a
heuristic algorithm that gives more weight to the high-contrast data points. Diagnostic plots like these are automatically produced
by the pipeline, to allow the user to check how well the contrast-aware smoothing worked.
There is a new implementation (see Sect. A.3) and some new
developments in how the MOMFBD processing is set up and
run. Both are described in the following subsections.
5.1. Modes
By default we use Karhunen–Loève (KL) modes to parameterize
the unknown wavefronts to be estimated by the momfbd process-
ing. These modes are not only orhogonal on a circular pupil, but
also statistically independent with respect to wavefronts from at-
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mospheric turbulence. In addition, as the SST AO monomorph
deformable mirror is designed to correct such atmospheric wave-
fronts, the KL modes are also well suited to correcting residual
wavefronts from the AO.
The KL modes implemented are the ones based on expansion
in Zernike polynomials (Roddier 1990) and therefore indexed as
the dominating Zernike polynomial as ordered by Noll (1976).
In this order, the expected variance from the atmosphere does
not decrease monotonically, so to make the best subset selection
we have to order them first. Then we select the most significant
subset by truncating the list at the wanted number.
We used to sort the selected subset of KL-modes back in in-
dex order, for no better reason than to make the list look cleaner.
However, we now realize that this is not optimal with respect
to an important aspect of the inner workings of the MOMFBD
(and REDUX) program: In order to stabilize the solution, a few
iterations are run with first 5, then 10, then 15, etc., modes un-
til all the specified modes are included. The purpose is to allow
the most significant modes to determine the coarse shape of the
wavefront before the finer features are fitted. This internal esca-
lation in the number of modes should therefore also be done in
variance order, which means the selected set should be specified
in variance order.
So, where we used to list, e.g., the 16 most significant KL
modes as {2–15, 20, 21}, we now list them in order of atmo-
spheric variance as {2–6, 9, 10, 7, 8, 14, 15, 11–13, 20, 21}.
5.2. Dewarping with extra WB images
Henriques (2012) pioneered the technique of using extra restored
WB images as reference for a post-MOMFBD dewarping step
that compensates for minute residual geometrical differences be-
tween the NB images in a scan. This has since been used rou-
tinely in the CRISPRED pipeline.
The idea is that in addition to the “global” WB image based
on all exposures in the scan, the extra WB images, one per NB
image, are generated by deconvolving only a subset of the raw
WB data selected for being simultaneous to the raw NB images.
These extra WB images are deconvolved using the matching
subset of wavefronts estimated for the NB images. This way, the
extra deconvolved WB images will be locally distorted the exact
same way as the deconvolved NB images but, unlike the NB im-
ages from different states, they can be easily correlated against
the global WB image to measure the local warping, which can
then be applied to the NB images to get a significantly more
well-aligned data cube.
The way to make the MOMFBD program generate those ex-
tra WB images has been to make them part of the MOMFBD
data set, using linear equality constraints (LECs; Löfdahl 2002)
to make their estimated wavefronts identical to those of the si-
multaneous NB images, but with zero weight in the error met-
ric, so they would not influence the solution. Mathematically
this makes sense. However, numerically it turns out that adding
these extra objects, even with zero weights, does in fact have a
small, but measurable, impact on the converged solution. This
is attributed to the changed constraints, and the nullspaces they
generate. Small differences in the nullspace coefficients can ac-
cumulate in the calculations, because applying the constraints
involves many multiplications and additions with values of vary-
ing orders of magnitude, which is known to amplify errors.
Apart from the fact that the solution is modified slightly
when adding zero-weight objects, there is another downside to
this approach. The MOMFBD-code treats the extra objects just
as any other, i.e., it will load and process the WB data twice,
which leads to a significant increase in both RAM usage and
CPU load. For both CRISP and CHROMIS, the amount of data
increases by 33% by this method (3 co-temporal exposures are
basically turned into 4).
To overcome these issues, REDUX has a new mechanism,
where the extra WB objects are not specified in the configuration
files. Instead, REDUX can be configured to generate the desired
images as a post-processing step. I.e. it deconvolves subsets of
the wideband images, which match the framenumbers of the NB
images. As no modifications are made to the problem itself, this
will not interfere with the solution at all.
In practice, the converged solutions are of the same quality.
The real advantage with not including the extra WB objects in
the problem is that fewer gradients have to be calculated. For
a typical CRISP or CHROMIS data set with three cameras this
means a ∼25% reduction in the processing time.
5.3. Phase diversity
The Phase Diversity (PD) wavefront sensing and image restora-
tion technique is a form of MFBD that is constrained by the
intentional defocusing of one or more images, corresponding
to a known, parabolic difference in phase over the pupil6. The
technique was invented by Gonsalves (1982) and the theory was
clarified and extended to multiple diversities and multiple points
in time by Paxman et al. (1992a,b). It was developed for high-
resolution solar data by Löfdahl & Scharmer (1994) and verified
against Speckle interferometry and with two different PD imple-
mentations by Paxman et al. (1996). Löfdahl (2002) formulated
it in terms of linear equality constraints, thereby incorporating
it into what later became the MOMFBD method by van Noort
et al. (2005).
CHROMIS includes a WB PD camera. See Fig. 10 for a
demonstration of image quality obtained with three different
MOMFBD restorations: 60-mode MOMFBD with and without
PD, and MOMFBD without PD and only the two tip and tilt
modes corrected (corresponding to shift-and-add together with
MTF correction). It is evident that both 60-mode restorations
bring out fine structure not visible in the MTF-corrected image,
but also that PD improves the resolution and adds contrast.
6. Metadata
For metadata, we follow the SOLARNET recommendations of
Haugan et al. (2015). The idea is that data (observational data
as well as synthetic data) should have enough metadata that “a
Solar Virtual Observatory (SVO) be able to locate ‘the ideal set
of observations’ for an observer – i.e., to find sets of successful
observations matching a hypothetical ideal observation proposal
(if such observations exist).” There should also be enough meta-
data that once found, data can be correctly interpretated by a
researcher who was not involved in the observations.
This means metadata need to be standardized between mul-
tiple telescopes and instruments so that searches can be “instru-
ment agnostic” and complete enough that all important circum-
stances of the observations are included.
We store science ready data (as well as an increasing amount
of intermediate files) in FITS format (Pence et al. 2010) with
– metadata information in the form of FITS header keywords
6 The diversity in phase does not have to be focus. However, this is
easily implemented and by far the most commonly used. The magnitude
of the phase difference also does not have to be known, although it does
constrain the solution much better if it is.
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Fig. 10: Image quality after different levels of MOMFBD restoration of CHROMIS Ca ii continuum images from 110 scans collected
on 2016-09-19. In (b), clockwise from upper left: 1. MOMFBD with only tilt terms (corresponding to shift-and-add by subfield and
MTF correction); 2. MOMFBD using 60 KL modes; 3. MOMFBD with PD using 60 modes. Image data from 2016-09-19. The
FOV is 700×700 pixels (26′′.5×26′′.5).
– the World Coordinate System (WCS) used for the description
of physical data coordinates.
Some information is difficult to fit in standard FITS header
keywords. A number of conventions have therefore been devel-
oped, for making it easier to store particular kinds of information
in FITS files. We use
– the record-valued keywords of Calabretta et al. (2004) for
representating coordinate distortions.
– the ESO HIERARCH Keyword Conventions (Wicenec et al.
2009) (but without the leading “name space” token), also for
representating coordinate distortions.
In addition we use
– the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON; Bray 2014) for en-
coding FITS keywords with structured contents as strings,
such as the SOLARNET PRPARAn keywords. JSON was de-
veloped for JavaScript but is now implemented in all major
programming languages.
6.1. Observations
With CHROMIS we introduced a new acquisition system.
CRISP will be moved to the same system, probably when it gets
new cameras.
The new system stores image data in FITS files with meta-
data describing the observations: time, detector, prefilter, tuning,
etc. The FITS files store multiple frames, but only one tuning
state per file. In the future, we may implement storing also names
of observers, observatins planners, project, etc.
The metadata stored in the raw data files are preserved
throughout the pipeline processing. Other metadata is imported
from various log files generated by the SST instrumentation.
6.2. World Coordinate System
Following the SOLARNET recommendations, we use the World
Coordinate System (WCS) to describe the observations. The
WCS allows the specification of coordinates for all (multi-
dimensional) pixels of a data cube, see a series of papers start-
ing with (Greisen & Calabretta 2002) and continuing with pa-
pers cited in the following subsections. For our five-dimensional
science-ready data cubes, the relevant coordinates are spatial
(where was the telescope pointing?), temporal (when were the
data collected?), spectral (at what wavelength?), and polarimet-
ric. The coordinates can either be tabulated, specified for a ref-
erence pixel together with the grid sample rate, or a combination
thereof.
The WCS part of a sample FITS header produced by our
pipeline is shown in Fig. 11. As specified with the PSi_0 key-
words, all our coordinates (except Stokes) are tabulated in a FITS
extension named “WCS-TAB”, in columns numbered as given
by the PVi_3 keywords.
6.2.1. Spatial coordinates
The WCS for spatial coordinates was defined by Calabretta &
Greisen (2002). Thompson (2006) extended it with coordinates
relevant to Solar observations.
Our spatial coordinates are obtained from the Primary Im-
age Guider (PIG; Sliepen & Sütterlin 2013) of the SST. PIG
fits a circle to the circumference of the primary image of the so-
lar disk, as projected on the bottom plate of the vacuum tube.
Knowing the location of the exit window, it infers the pointing
with ∼10′′ accuracy and ∼1′′ precision and logs it every second7.
7 In rare occasions, PIG loses track of the Solar disk. The pipeline then
falls back to interpolating the less accurate spatial coordinates from the
Turret, logged every 30 s.
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PC1_1 = 1.00000 / No rotations
PC2_2 = 1.00000 / No rotations
PC3_3 = 1.00000 / No rotations
PC4_4 = 1.00000 / No rotations
PC5_5 = 1.00000 / No rotations
CTYPE1 = ’HPLN-TAB’ / SOLAR X
CUNIT1 = ’arcsec ’ / Unit along axis 1
CNAME1 = ’Spatial X’ /
PS1_0 = ’WCS-TAB ’ / EXTNAME; EXTVER=EXTLEVEL=1 is default
PS1_1 = ’HPLN+HPLT+WAVE+TIME’ / TTYPE for column w/coordinates
PS1_2 = ’HPLN-INDEX’ / TTYPE for INDEX
PV1_3 = 1 / Coord. 1 tabulated coordinate number
CRPIX1 = 0 / Unity transform
CRVAL1 = 0 / Unity transform
CDELT1 = 1 / Unity transform
CSYER1 = 60 / Orientation unknown
CTYPE2 = ’HPLT-TAB’ / SOLAR Y
CUNIT2 = ’arcsec ’ / Unit along axis 2
CNAME2 = ’Spatial Y’ /
PS2_0 = ’WCS-TAB ’ / EXTNAME; EXTVER=EXTLEVEL=1 is default
PS2_1 = ’HPLN+HPLT+WAVE+TIME’ / TTYPE for column w/coordinates
PS2_2 = ’HPLT-INDEX’ / TTYPE for INDEX
PV2_3 = 2 / Coord. 2 tabulated coordinate number
CRPIX2 = 0 / Unity transform
CRVAL2 = 0 / Unity transform
CDELT2 = 1 / Unity transform
CSYER2 = 60 / Orientation unknown
CTYPE3 = ’WAVE-TAB’ / Wavelength, function of tuning and scan number
CNAME3 = ’Wavelength’ /
CUNIT3 = ’nm ’ / Wavelength unit, tabulated for dim. 3 and 5
PS3_0 = ’WCS-TAB ’ / EXTNAME; EXTVER=EXTLEVEL=1 is default
PS3_1 = ’HPLN+HPLT+WAVE+TIME’ / TTYPE for column w/coordinates
PV3_3 = 3 / Coord. 3 tabulated coordinate number
CRPIX3 = 0 / Unity transform
CRVAL3 = 0 / Unity transform
CDELT3 = 1 / Unity transform
CTYPE4 = ’STOKES ’ / Stokes vector [I,Q,U,V]
CRPIX4 = 1 / First (and only) quantity is I
CRVAL4 = 1 / First (and only) quantity is I
CDELT4 = 1 / [1,2,3,4] = [I,Q,U,V]
CTYPE5 = ’UTC--TAB’ / Time, function of tuning and scan number
CNAME5 = ’Time since DATEREF, increases with dim. 3 and 5’ /
CUNIT5 = ’s ’ /
PS5_0 = ’WCS-TAB ’ / EXTNAME; EXTVER=EXTLEVEL=1 is default
PS5_1 = ’HPLN+HPLT+WAVE+TIME’ / TTYPE for column w/coordinates
PV5_3 = 4 / Coord. 5 tabulated coordinate number
CRPIX5 = 0 / Unity transform
CRVAL5 = 0 / Unity transform
CDELT5 = 1 / Unity transform
TIMESYS = ’UTC ’ /
DATEREF = ’2016-09-19T00:00:00.000000’ / Reference time in ISO-8601
OBSGEO-X= 5327386 / [m] SST location
OBSGEO-Y= -1718721 / [m] SST location
OBSGEO-Z= 3051720 / [m] SST location
Fig. 11: WCS part of sample FITS header without polarimetry.
All frames that belong to the same scan are registered by
the MOMFBD processing so that they all have a common FOV.
The temporal alignment procedure follows the features in the
photospheric WB images, trying to keep them stationary in the
FOV. This means the spatial coordinates are constant during a
scan but change with scan number due to the Solar rotation and
possibly the motion of the tracked feature over the solar surface.
The orientation of the detector pixel-grid is not in general
aligned with the coordinate axes on the Sun. We specify the spa-
tial coordinates by tabulating them for the FOV corner pixels for
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each scan, a capable WCS reader can then interpolate to get the
coordinates for any pixel.
However, currently we do not have an absolute calibration of
the orientation of the cameras with respect to the Solar coordi-
nate system. We are planning to do this by fitting SST images of
a suitable target to simultaneous SDO images. Until this is done,
only the average of the four corner coordinates should be trusted
as the coordinates of the center of the FOV. The lack of orien-
tation information is signaled by setting the systematic accuracy
(keyword CSYERn) for the spatial coordinates to 60′′ (compara-
ble to the entire FOV). When we have the calibration, this error
will be set to a significantly smaller value.
6.2.2. Spectral coordinates
The spectral coordinates are determined by the tuning sequence
decided by the observer. Because they are in general not equidis-
tant, they have to be tabulated (Greisen et al. 2006).
The wavelength offset (from line center) for each observed
line position is well determined by our calibration of the conver-
sion factor between digital units and wavelength dispersion. The
(remaining) cavity errors are stored as distortions to the wave-
length coordinate by a mechanism that extends the WCS for-
malism, see Appendix B.
However, the accurate absolute wavelength reference must
be calibrated for each target individually and it depends on the
position of the observed target on the solar disk. For example,
de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2011) provides a calibration method
based on synthetic spectra derived from 3D MHD simulations of
the solar photosphere, and later studies by Löhner-Böttcher et al.
(2017) and Löhner-Böttcher et al. (2018) propose to calibrate
observations using laser based measurements.
Recent inversion codes like NICOLE (Socas-Navarro et al.
2015) and STiC (de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2016) can already
accommodate pixel and line dependent wavelength shifts orig-
inated from, e.g, cavity errors. The latter are applied by gener-
ating a customized instrumental profile for each spectral region
and pixel.
6.2.3. Polarimetric coordinates
The polarimetric coordinates for Stokes vectors are defined as
[1, 2, 3, 4] = [I,Q,U,V] (Greisen & Calabretta 2002).
CHROMIS does not have polarimetry at this time but CRISP
does and CHROMIS might be upgraded in the future, so we al-
low for polarimetry in our science data cubes (using only the first
component for non-polarimetric data).
6.2.4. Temporal coordinates
Due to varying delays from FPI tuning and prefilter changes, the
temporal coordinates are not equidistant and therefore have to
be tabulated (Rots et al. 2015). Time is read from the meta data
of each raw-data frame and combined for the frames that were
added (by MOMFBD restoration) to make a frame in the data
cube.
Time is advanced not only from one scan to the next, but
also from one tuning position to the next. Polarimetric states are
varied several times per tuning state so there restored images are
made from data with overlapping time. These images are then
mixed in approximately equal proportions when demodulating
into Stokes components. Because of this we assign the same time
coordinate for all Stokes components of the same tuning state.
6.2.5. Telescope location
The telescope 3D location is specified with the keywords
OBSGEO-X, OBSGEO-Y, OBSGEO-Z (Rots et al. 2015). The
pipeline calculates the values of those keywords following the
recipe in their Sect. 4.1.3. As input it uses the geodetic location
of the SST, (lat,long,alt) = (28◦.759693, −17◦.880757, 2380 m).
These numbers come from two services provided by
Google. The latitude and longitude is available with high
precision by selection of a location in google maps (in
our case: https://goo.gl/maps/XwGtEU6ueZv). They also run a
separate elevation service (https://developers.google.com/maps/
documentation/javascript/examples/elevation-simple), by use of
which the altitude of the SST location was determined to a few
meters above 2360 m. Allowing for the SST tower, the altitude
is set to 2380 m in the pipeline.
The accuracy is estimated to ∼10 m, which should be suffi-
cient for calculations of relative speeds vs the Sun.
6.3. Statistics
We have implemented the SOLARNET recommendation statis-
tics metadata keywords:
DATAMIN: the minimum data value
DATAMAX: the maximum data value
DATAPnn: the nn percentile (where nn is 01, 10, 25, 75, 90, 95,
98, and 99).
DATAMEDN: the median data value = the 50 percentile.
DATAMEAN: the average data value
DATARMS: the RMS deviation from the mean
DATASKEW: the skewness
DATAKURT: the excess kurtosis
They are stored as variable keywords8, one value per frame in
science data cubes.
The per-frame statistics are easy to calculate as the cube is
written to file, frame by frame.9 The “regular keyword” values
that go with these variable keywords are trickier, because we
want them to represent statistics for the whole cube. The narrow-
band cubes are potentially too large to keep in memory (this is
the reason CRISPEX needs the two, differently ordered versions
of the cubes for fast access, see Sect. C.2). So we need an alter-
nate way to compute them, based on the per-frame statistics. We
derive methods and expressions for doing this in Appendix D.
7. CRISPEX
An important part of the workflow with complex data products
like the science-ready data cubes produced by the SST pipelines
is being able to view and analyse them. Not a part of the pipelines
per se, the CRIsp SPectral EXplorer10 (CRISPEX; Vissers &
8 A SOLARNET mechanism for associating auxiliary data with the
main data in the file (Haugan et al. 2015). They are stored as extensions
and are associated with a single-value “normal” keyword, usually the
min/mean/max value depending on what makes sense.
9 We use a FOV-mask that has been rotated and shifted the same way
as the images. This is for the make_wb_cube and make_nb_cube meth-
ods. The fitscube_crop method has no knowledge of the padding so
it will use the whole area. This is correct if the cropping is done so that
no padding remains in the new FOV.
10 Details such as the changelog, how to keep an up-to-date distribution
of CRISPEX, and a short usage tutorial can be found on the CRISPEX
website: https://www.crispex.org.
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Rouppe van der Voort 2012) is an IDL tool that offers such data
cube browsing and analysis functionality.
From version 1.7.4, released in January 2018, CRISPEX
supports the SOLARNET compliant science data cubes output
by the pipeline.
CRISPEX was originally developed for CRISP science data
cubes stored in LP format files.11 CRISPEX was earlier extended
to support data from the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph
(IRIS; De Pontieu et al. 2014), reading both its Level 3 spec-
trograph (SG) FITS cube files and the Level 2 slit-jaw image
(SJI) files12. In fact, CRISPEX can handle any synthetic or ob-
servational data cube, provided it has been formatted according
to either the legacy LP format, the SOLARNET compliant FITS
format, or the IRIS FITS format (e.g., IRIS SJI-formatted SDO
and Hinode data, or IRIS SG-formatted Bifrost cubes).
The richer metadata in the SOLARNET cubes should result
in an improved user experience compared to the LP format cubes
(and to some extent also compared to the IRIS format), both
when calling the program and during run-time. During run-time
the changes are visible mostly when dealing with the WCS in-
formation, see Sect. 6.2. For instance, while the LP and IRIS for-
mats provide only scan-averaged time, the SOLARNET format’s
WCS information contains image timing information as function
of wavelength tuning and modulation state (for tuning instru-
ments) or of spatial position and modulation state (for (scanning)
slit spectrographs). Also, the time-dependent spatial position
is available, which allows accounting for Solar rotation during
the observations when returning the Solar spatial coordinates.
This is particularly beneficial for browsing multi-instrument data
sets (e.g., CRISP plus CHROMIS, CRISP/CHROMIS plus IRIS,
etc.). Firstly, because the image to be displayed (determined
through nearest-neighbour interpolation in time) can be selected
more closely in time when considering tuning filter instruments
or (rastering) spectrographs. Secondly, because one could in
principle skip creating co-aligned cubes, assuming the (time-
dependent) spatial coordinates are well-defined: the pixel size
difference, xy-translation, FOV rotation with respect to Solar
north and Solar rotation would automatically be taken into ac-
count during run-time through the WCS information of the re-
spective files.
Worth noting is also that to accommodate the larger size
CHROMIS images (compared to CRISP and IRIS), the zoom-
ing functionality has been extended to allow zoom true to size
(i.e., 1:1 data-vs-monitor pixel scale) also on screens that would
normally not fit the image. This could in the future also be useful
for visualising data from the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope
(DKIST) or the European Solar Telescope (EST) that are set to
deliver 4k×4k images.
The metadata needed, particularly the coordinate system of
the data, is provided in different ways for the different file for-
mats. For smooth display and for plotting of large data cubes, the
data itself needs to be ordered optimally for fast access. Details
are given in Appendix C.
8. Discussion
Metadata for facilitating interpretations and the searching for
science data in future Solar Virtual Observatories (SVOs). We
11 Along with the fz format, the LP (for “La Palma”) format has been
used for SST/SVST data at least since the early nineties.
12 See also the IRIS Technical Notes (ITN) 11 and 12 – concerning
data levels and header keywords, respectively – on the IRIS website:
https://iris.lmsal.com/documents.html.
follow the recommendations by Haugan et al. (2015), aiming to
make our data SOLARNET compliant.
The WCS representations implemented required updates in
the WCS routines of SOLARSOFT. (Major thing: interpolation
in more than 3 dimensions, not natively supported in IDL. We
now use the implementation of Smith (2003).)
SOLARNET-compliant science data cubes are supported by
the CRIsp SPectral EXplorer (CRISPEX; Vissers & Rouppe van
der Voort 2012) from version 1.7.4, released in January 2018.
The new pipeline was first developed for CHROMIS data.
CRISP data support was re-implemented, once the code was sta-
ble and more or less feature complete.
We have reported on a number of problems with the initial in-
stallation of CHROMIS, and what actions are taken to fix them:
– Etalon reflectance too low, resulting in wider profiles than
designed. New etalons are being manufactured, planned to
be installed during 2019.
– DBS reflecting less light than intended to the NB beam, re-
sulting in SNR lower than needed. A new DBS will hopefully
be installed during the 2019 season.
– Dispersion causing wavelength dependent misalignment in
Ca ii scans. An alignment procedure has been implemented
as part of the pipeline.
We derive expressions for calculating statistics of data cubes
from the statistics of the individual frames. An SVO might need
to create subcubes on the fly and would also benefit from being
able to quickly calculate statistics of the whole cube from those
of the included frames.
We present a mechanism for specifying cavity maps as dis-
tortions in the WCS wavelength coordinate.
Early versions of the pipeline described in this paper were
used for the CHROMIS data analyzed by Rouppe van der Voort
et al. (2017); Leenaarts et al. (2018); Bjørgen et al. (2018).
Future plans include:
– Quicklook movies based on deep learning image restoration
as demonstrated by Asensio Ramos et al. (2018). We also
plan to base a real-time display at the SST on this method,
providing restored images in real-time for observers.
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Appendix A: Pipeline code
The non-momfbd parts of the pipeline are coded in IDL with
some parts implemented as Dynamically Loadable Modules
(DLMs) coded in C/C++ for speed and/or for using exisiting
code.
Appendix A.1: Required IDL libraries
The following IDL code/libraries are required:
IDL-astro: We use code from the IDLAstro library (Landsman
1993), mainly for manipulating FITS headers. We get the
code from the git repository at git://github.com/wlandsman/
IDLAstro.git.
Coyote: We make use of mainly plotting routines from the
Coyote library (Fanning 2011). The code is available in a
maintained version as a git repository at https://github.com/
idl-coyote/coyote.
Mpfit: Many steps in the pipeline requires non-linear model fit-
ting. For some of them we use the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm as implemented in the IDL mpfit routines by
Markwardt (2009), available for download from http://www.
physics.wisc.edu/~craigm/idl/down/mpfit.tar.gz. (A C ver-
sion of mpfit is also incorporated in some of the C/C++
code.)
The pipeline command red_update makes sure that both
the pipeline repository and the required libraries are up to date.
Appendix A.2: DLMs
Some parts of the pipeline are implemented as DLMs coded
in C/C++. Two kinds: compute-intense and momfbd-related
(shares code base with redux).
Some examples of tasks implemented as DLMs:
– Sum images.
– Read and mosaic momfbd output.
– Read and write fz format files.
– Do pinhole alignment.
– Geometric transform of images.
– Measurements and application of stretch vectors.
– Log file conversion
– Some metadata handling
– Access to some internal redux momfbd code.
The DLMs are not updated by red_update because there
is currently no way for the pipeline to reliably know where the
user keeps the source code. However, this command does write
a warning if there is a newer version avalable.
Appendix A.3: Redux code
CHROMIS and CRISP data are restored from optical aberrations
caused by turbulence in the atmopshere and partially corrected
by the SST AO.
We have used the MOMFBD code of van Noort et al. (2005)
as the workhorse for SST image data for several years. One of us
(TH) now maintains a fork of that project (REDUX), where parts
of the original code are replaced with open-source libraries.
REDUX implements several improvements and new features
compared to MOMFBD. Among them is a method for making
sparser null-space matrices from the LECs, leading to a speedup
with ∼33%. Another is the re-implementation of the extra WB
objects used for dewarping (see Sect. 5.2) with an additional
∼25% speedup.
As with the old momfbd code, pinhole calibration is used to
specify the relative geometry between the cameras involved in a
data set to be restored. The redux code can read the new projec-
tive transforms described in 4.1. (It still supports the xoffs/yoffs
files of the old momfbd program.)
See https://dubshen.astro.su.se/wiki/index.php/Redux for
installation and usage instructions.
Appendix B: Wavelength distortions
The cavity errors (physically, variations in the distance between
the FPI etalons) are equivalent to distortions in the wavelength
coordinate as a function of the spatial pixel coordinates. See also
Sect. 4.2. Correcting for these wavelength variations is necessary
for interpreting the data, e.g., when inverting models of the Solar
atmosphere.
A notation for specifying distortions in WCS form is de-
scribed by Calabretta et al. (2004)13 However, this is not well
suited to our purposes for the wavelength world coordinate w5
(or λ), because it can only specify distortions of pixel coordi-
nates (δp j or δqi in the WCS notation) prior to the transforma-
tion to physical world coordinate λ(qi). In our case, λ(qi) is a
table look-up that has a discontinuous derivative, defined by the
spacing in lambda between the two nearest tunings. Since the
table look-up λ(qi) is defined by the FITS standard such that
λ(qi + δqi) = λ(qi) + d(λ)/(dqi)δqi, the calculation of pixel co-
ordinate distortions given the known λ coordinate distortions for
each pixel is very complex, requiring a backwards calculation
from the look-up table to δqi. Also, δqi would have to be speci-
fied for each tuning, resulting in an extra dimension in the distor-
tion table. This is not the case when the known δλ(qi) is specified
explicitly for each spatial pixel for each scan. The complete ex-
tended mechanism will be described elsewhere14, below we give
a brief description focused on the parts used by us.
The extended notation allows distortions to be associated to
and applied at any of the numbered stages in the conversion of
pixel coordinates to world coordinates in the WCS. The asso-
ciate and apply stages can be distinct. The stages are defined in
Fig. B.1, which is an amended version of Fig. 1 of Greisen &
Calabretta (2002).
The notation generalizes the DP j/CPDIS j and DQi/CQDISi
keywords of Calabretta et al. (2004) and defines DW j/CWDIS j
with similar meanings. (At stages 3 and beyond it’s DWi/CWDISi.)
The record-valued DW j keyword has a few extra records com-
pared to DQi and DP j, namely DW j·ASSOCIATE and DW j·APPLY,
the values of which are the relevant stage numbers. See Fig. B.2
for the corresponding part of a FITS header.
For now, we write both the non-standard record-valued key-
word syntax from Calabretta et al. and the HIERARCH conven-
tion. Both mechanisms allow keywords encode multiple records
with field specifiers and numerical (float) values. With string
values allowed, the HIERARCH version supports the addi-
tional NAME field. Compare the DW3 and HIERARCH DW3 lines
in Fig. B.2.
The DP j correction corresponds to DW j·ASSOCIATE =
DW j·APPLY = 1 in the new notation, while DQi corresponds to
13 Unlike the other WCS papers we refer to, Calabretta et al. (2004) is
published only in draft form. However, the notation is in fact used for
data from the HST (Hack et al. 2012).
14 At this time we have not decided where. At least in an updated ver-
sion of the SOLARNET recommendations (Haugan et al. 2015).
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Flowchart Keywords Symbols Stage
PIXEL COORDINATES p j 1
|
optional distortion corrections
〈 CPDIS jaDP ja
or
CWDIS ja
DW ja
δp j↓
CORRECTED PIXEL
COORDINATES
p′j
|
translation
〈
CRPIX js r j↓
TRANSLATED PIXEL
COORDINATES
pˆ j 2
|
rotation, skewness, scale
〈 PCi_ ja
or
CDi_ ja
mi j↓
INTERMEDIATE PIXEL
COORDINATES
qi 3
|
optional distortion corrections
〈 CQDISiaDQia
or
CWDISia
DWia
δqi↓
CORRECTED
INTERMEDIATE
PIXEL COORDINATES
q′i
|
scale to physical coordinates
〈
CDELTia si↓
INTERMEDIATE WORLD
COORDINATES
xi 4
|
translation
〈
CRVALia vi↓
TRANSLATED
INTERMEDIATE
WORLD COORDINATES
xˆi 5
|
coordinate computation
per agreement
〈
CTYPEia
PVi_ma
↓
WORLD COORDINATES wi 6
|
optional distortion corrections
〈
CWDISia
DWia δwi↓
CORRECTED WORLD
COORDINATES
w′i
Fig. B.1: Conversion of pixel coordinates to world coordinates
with correction for coordinate distortions. New notation can rep-
resent several different optional distortion corrections after each
numbered stage. Black boxes: Stages 1, 3, 4, and 6 (implic-
itly) defined by Greisen & Calabretta (2002, their Fig. 1). Green
boxes: Newly defined stages 2 and 5. Blue boxes: coordinates
corrected for distortions. The figure shows the two defined by
Calabretta et al. (2004) at stages 1 and 3, as well as the one used
by us (applied) at stage 6. The Symbols column refers to symbols
used in the series of WCS papers started by Greisen & Calabretta
(2002).
DWi·ASSOCIATE = DWi·APPLY = 3. Those are simple cases be-
cause the corrections are defined and applied at the same stage.
For the cavity error corrections of the wavelength coordinate
(coordinate number 3), we set DW3·ASSOCIATE to 1 because the
stored corrections are defined on the pixel grid and DW3·APPLY to
6 because the coordinate to be corrected is the wavelength world
coordinate. The new notation involves a few more records to the
DP j keyword, but the description given here should be enough
for our special case.
The syntax can also represent multiple distortions d
in sequence applied at the same stage using the syntax
DW j·DISTORTIONd·ASSOCIATE, where the DISTORTIONd part
can be omitted if there is only a single distortion correction ap-
plied at that stage.
The original WCS distortions mechanism was designed and
implemented to allow combinations of distortions in more than
a single coordinate. The extended mechanism is even more gen-
eral in that it allows corrections at several different stages dur-
ing the conversion from pixel coordinates to world coordinates.
However, support in WCS-aware software is rare, particularly
for the extended mechanism. Our case is simple, only the wave-
length coordinate is distorted so a user (or user program) can
easily access and use the cavity maps. The nominal wavelength
coordinate for a data pixel at (ix, iy, itun, ipol, iscan) is λ(itun), after
correction it is λ(itun) + δλ(ix, iy, itun), where δλ is the contents of
the image extension WCSDVARR.
The pipeline has code for reading at least the information
written by the pipeline itself. Documentation in the SST wiki at
https://dubshen.astro.su.se/wiki/index.php/SSTRED.
Appendix C: CRISPEX supported file formats
Appendix C.1: Metadata
The crispex program needs metadata for correctly handling
and displaying the data. It in particular needs coordinates: spa-
tial, temporal, spectral, and polarimetric.
As the legacy LP format cubes come with a minimalistic
header (describing only the cube dimensions and the data type)
the crispex IDL command takes a number of keywords, some
are boolean flags (to get particular behaviour) and some are used
to supply auxiliary data files with additional information (e.g.,
time in seconds, wavelength values, etc.).
For FITS cubes – both of the IRIS and the SOLARNET com-
pliant varieties – crispex (un)sets such switches and populate
auxiliary information variables automatically from the file meta-
data, thereby simplifying the call sequence. Table C.1 lists which
header keywords are used (and how) by CRISPEX. Details are
given in Sects. C.1.1 and C.1.2 below.
Appendix C.1.1: IRIS FITS files
Most header keywords are used to determine or read the spa-
tial WCS information that can then be processed by the Solar-
Soft IDL functions wcs_get_coord() and wcs_get_pixel()
to go back-and-forth between cube pixel and data value, espe-
cially for the coordinate transform between files of differently
sized FOV. Most other header keywords are used to get correct
labelling in plot windows and control panel selection options,
or as switches to enable/disable certain behaviour. The remain-
der are to deal with multiple spectral windows for the particular
case of IRIS Level 3 data, where the wavelength axis is usually
a concatenation of non-contiguous spectral diagnostic windows
corresponding to the various lines observed.
IRIS Level 3 files contain four extensions, the first three of
which are used by crispex: (0) the main data (in BUNIT), (1)
the wavelength array (in CUNIT3), and (2) the timing array (in
CUNIT4 since STARTOBS). IRIS Level 2 SJI files contain three
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CWERR3 = 0.0139952 / [nm] Max total distortion
CWDIS3 = ’Lookup ’ / WAVE distortions in lookup table
HIERARCH DW3 NAME = ’Cavity error’ / Type of correction
HIERARCH DW3 EXTVER = 1 / Extension version number
HIERARCH DW3 NAXES = 3 / 3 axes in the lookup table
HIERARCH DW3 AXIS1 = 1 / Spatial X
HIERARCH DW3 AXIS2 = 2 / Spatial Y
HIERARCH DW3 AXIS3 = 5 / Scan number
HIERARCH DW3 ASSOCIATE = 1 / Association stage (pixel coordinates)
HIERARCH DW3 APPLY = 6 / Application stage (world coordinates)
HIERARCH DW3 CWERR = 0.0139952 / [nm] Max distortion (this correction step)
HIERARCH DW3 CWDIS LOOKUP = 1 / Distortions in lookup table
DW3 = ’EXTVER: 1’ / Extension version number
DW3 = ’NAXES: 3’ / 3 axes in the lookup table
DW3 = ’AXIS.1: 1’ / Spatial X
DW3 = ’AXIS.2: 2’ / Spatial Y
DW3 = ’AXIS.3: 5’ / Scan number
DW3 = ’ASSOCIATE: 1’ / Association stage (pixel coordinates)
DW3 = ’APPLY: 6’ / Application stage (world coordinates)
DW3 = ’CWERR: 0.0139952’ / [nm] Max distortion (this correction step)
DW3 = ’CWDIS.LOOKUP: 1’ / Distortions in lookup table
Fig. B.2: WCS distortions part of sample FITS header. These lines go after the CDELT3 line in Fig. 11.
extensions of which crispex only uses the first two. The main
extension again contains the main data. The first auxiliary ex-
tension holds the time- and raster step-dependent information on
the slit.
Appendix C.1.2: SOLARNET compliant FITS files
The SOLARNET compliant FITS cubes use WCS for all coor-
dinates, see Sect. 6.2. The WCS information is in main header
keywords and/or binary extensions, depending on whether it is
on regular grids or has to be tabulated.
crispex does not access the WCS headers and exten-
sions directly, but rather retrieves the coordinate informa-
tion through the SolarSoft functions fitshead2wcs() and
wcs_get_coord(). crispex ensures loading a modified ver-
sion of wcs_proj_tab as well as auxiliary routines (all provided
with the CRISPEX distribution) that allow interpolation in the
5-dimensional coordinate look-up table when accessed through
wcs_get_coord().
Appendix C.2: Data cube ordering
Irrespective of the file format (LP, IRIS-style FITS, or SOLAR-
NET FITS), crispex expects a certain data cube ordering for it
to correctly access the data when moving the cursor or changing,
for example, the frame number or wavelength tuning position.
CRISPEX cubes can be written as 3-, 4- or 5-dimensional
cubes, but are upon access considered to be 3-dimensional, a se-
quence of 2-dimensional frames with with any higher dimension
combined or “folded” into a third dimension.
At this time, the ordering in the image cubes and spectral
cubes is hard-coded. Should the need arise, CRISPEX could
be updated to get the ordering information from WCS CTYPEn
header keywords.
Appendix C.2.1: Image cubes
From the point of view of crispex, the basic data cube is a
sequence of 2-dimensional images. With notation from Sect. 3.3,
its dimensions are [Nx,Ny,N3], where N3 = Ntun · Npol · Nscan.
i
scan
1 2 3
1
5
10
N
scan
i
tun
x
y
1 2 3
1 4 ipol
Fig. C.1: Schematic representation of the CRISPEX data or-
dering of a spectrotemporal Stokes cube with 3 tuning posi-
tions. The third dimension has been “unfolded” into a tun-
ing/polarimetry axis and a scan axis, showing that the data are
ordered sequentially as wavelength scans for each Stokes param-
eter separately, before going to the next scan. On the polarimetry
axis, ipol = [1, 2, 3, 4]⇔ Stokes [I,Q,U,V] (Q and U not shown
in the figure).
crispex will then subscript the third dimension with index i3 =
iscan · Ntun · Npol + ipol · Ntun + itun to get the xy-image at spectro-
temporal position (itun, ipol, iscan).
In words, intensity images are stacked according to wave-
length tuning first, Stokes parameter second and scan number
(i.e., repetition) third. See Fig. C.1 for an illustration involving
polarimetric data.
Appendix C.2.2: Spectral cubes
For single-wavelength time-series or single wavelength-scans all
dimensions present can be accessed quickly enough that an im-
age cube on its own suffices. However, for multi-dimensional
cubes (e.g., time-series of wavelength-scans, or time-series of
imaging spectropolarimetry), traversing the image cube to ex-
tract the local spectrum or construct the spectrum as function
of time for any pixel during run-time would take a considerable
amount of time and the recommended procedure is therefore to
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Table C.1: FITS header keywords required by CRISPEX
Keyword SN SG SJ Description and use
BITPIX X X X Number of bits per pixel; is converted to IDL datatype and used to initialise variables holding the data slices
NAXISi X X X Numbered variables specifying the size of each dimension
BTYPE X X X Description of data type, e.g., intensity, temperature, pressure, etc.; used for plot labelling and user feedback
BUNIT X X X Data units, e.g., erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1, K, m s−1, etc.; used for plot labelling and user feedback
BSCALE X — X Data scaling factor; used in combination with BZERO to descale the data
BZERO X — X Data scaling offset; used in combination with BSCALE to descale the data
CDELTi X X X Pixel size of each dimension in terms of CUNITi; used for WCS transformations (pixel-to-WCS and vice versa)
CRPIXi X X X Reference pixel of each dimension; used for WCS transformations
CRVALi X X X Reference pixel value of each dimension in terms of CUNITi; used for WCS transformations
CTYPEi X X X Description of data type of each dimension; used for plot labelling and user feedback (the CTYPEi correspond-
ing to the X-axis is also checked for containing ’TAB’, to determine further processing)
CUNITi X X X Data unit of each dimension (e.g., arcsec, Ångström, seconds, etc.); used for plot labelling and user feedback
PCi_ j X X X Elements of the PC-matrix; used in WCS transformations
OBSID — X X IRIS observing program ID; provided in user feedback
STARTOBS P X X Date and time of observations start; used to determine the timing in UTC when combined with second (first)
auxiliary extension data of a SG (SJI) file.
DATE_OBS X X X Date and time of observations start; used if STARTOBS is not defined
INSTRUME X X P Instrument that produced the data; used to (un)set the non-equidistant spectral warping switch for IRIS SG
data (unset if not equal to ’IRIS’)
NWIN — X — Number of diagnostics compressed in the wavelength dimension
WSTARTi — X — Starting index of each diagnostic; used in combination with WWIDTHi to determine diagnostic boundaries within
the spectral dimension
WWIDTHi — X — Width in pixels of each diagnostic; used in combination with WSTARTi to determine diagnostic boundaries
within the spectral dimension
WDESCi — X — Label of each diagnostic; used in labelling plots and control panel selection options
TWAVEi — X — Central wavelength of each diagnostic; used to determine the Doppler velocity
TDESC1 — — X Label of detector; used for control panel labelling of SJI functions
TELESCOP P — X Telescope name; used for control panel labelling of SJI functions
TIME — — X Time since STARTOBS, keyword indicates the row-index of the extension data array; used to determine the
timing in UTC
XCENIX — — X Time-dependent central FOV X-value in CUNIT1 (row-index); used to determine the SJI CRVAL1
YCENIX — — X Time-dependent central FOV Y-value in CUNIT2 (row-index); used to determine the SJI CRVAL2
PCi_ jIX — — X Time-dependent PC-matrix elements (row-index); used determine the SJI CRPIX/2, and by extension
CRVAL1/2
SLTPX1IX — — X Time-dependent slit center X-pixel (row-index); used to determine the SJI CRPIX1 and CRVAL1
SLTPX2IX — — X Time-dependent slit center Y-pixel (row-index); used to determine the SJI CRPIX2 and CRVAL2
Notes. Columns 2–4 indicate whether a particular keyword is required (marked X), present but not required / actively used (marked P), or absent
(marked —) for the SOLARNET (SN), IRIS spectrograph (SG) and slit-jaw image (SJ) files, respectively. The keywords above the horizontal
line are from the main data extension header; those below that correspond to the first auxiliary extension header. For tabulated WCS coordinates,
the keywords CDELTi, CRPIXi, and CRVALi are defined differently, along with PSi_ j and PVi_ j they are used to find the relevant data in binary
extensions (see Greisen et al. 2006).
create a reordered, so-called “spectral”, data cube file for swifter
access to the time-dependent spectra.
A CRISPEX spectral cube has dimensions [Ntun,Nscan,N3],
where N3 = Nx ·Ny ·Npol. The spectrum-time data frame at posi-
tion (ix, iy, ipol) is obtained by indexing the third dimension with
i3 = iy ·Nx ·Npol + ix ·Npol + ipol, i.e., spectrum-time diagrams are
stacked according to Stokes parameter first, followed by the two
spatial dimensions. x-coordinate second and y-coordinate third.
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Appendix D: Statistics
In this section we derive methods and expressions for calculating statistics for a set of data frames from the statistics of the individual
frames in the set. We use this to calculate data cube statistics without having the entire cube in memory at the same time. It would
also be potentially useful for an SVO that supports serving subsets of data defined on the fly.
The minimum and maximum values for the whole cube are easy, they are just the minimum and maximum, resp., of the per-frame
minimum and maximum values.
The following subsections show derivations of mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis for a data cube based on the values
for each frame in the cube. See, e.g., (NIST/SEMATECH 2018) for the definitions used. It appears to be necessary to do these
calculations in double precision to avoid NaNs, at least for polarimetric cubes due to the large differences in magnitude between the
Stokes I component and the Q,U,V components. The last subsection describes our procedure for calculating percentiles for a data
cube based on histograms for each frame in the cube.
We will use index n for the pixels in a frame and m for the frames in the cube. All sums over index n is for all N pixels and all
sums over index m is for all M frames.
Appendix D.1: Mean
We start by writing the definition of the mean for frame m as
x¯m =
1
N
∑
n
xnm, (D.1)
so the sum of the pixel values is∑
n
xnm = Nx¯m. (D.2)
We then write the mean of the entire cube as
x¯ =
1
MN
∑
m
∑
n
xnm = {use Eq. (D.2)} = 1M
∑
m
x¯m, (D.3)
so we can, unsurprisingly, calculate the mean of the entire cube by averaging the per-frame means.
We now proceed in a similar fashion for variance, skewness, and kurtosis in the following subsections.
Appendix D.2: Variance
The variance of frame m is
σ2m =
1
N − 1
∑
n
(xnm − x¯m)2
=
1
N − 1
∑
n
(
x2nm − 2x¯mxnm + x¯2m
)
=
1
N − 1
∑
n
x2nm −
2x¯m
N − 1
∑
n
xnm +
N
N − 1 x¯
2
m = {use Eq. (D.2)}
=
1
N − 1
∑
n
x2nm −
2Nx¯m
N − 1 x¯m +
N
N − 1 x¯
2
m
=
1
N − 1
∑
n
x2nm −
N
N − 1 x¯
2
m, (D.4)
which allows us to calculate the sum of squares of the pixels in one frame as∑
n
x2nm = (N − 1)σ2m + Nx¯2m. (D.5)
We can now write the variance of the entire cube as
σ2 =
1
MN − 1
∑
m
∑
n
(xnm − x¯)2 = {as Eq. (D.4)}
=
1
MN − 1
∑
m
∑
n
x2nm −
MN
MN − 1 x¯
2 = {use Eq. (D.5)}
=
1
MN − 1
∑
m
(
(N − 1)σ2m + Nx¯2m)
)
− MN
MN − 1 x¯
2, (D.6)
where the RHS has only per-frame quantities and the mean of the entire cube.
For the following, we note that the standard deviations σm and σ are the positive square roots of σ2m and σ
2, respectively.
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Appendix D.3: Skewness
By definition, the Fisher–Pearson coefficient of skewness for one frame is
sm =
1
N
∑
n
(
xnm − x¯m
σm
)3
=
1
Nσ3m
∑
n
(
x3nm − x¯3m − 3xnm x¯m(xnm − x¯m)
)
=
1
Nσ3m
∑
n
x3nm −
x¯3m
σ3m
− 3x¯m
Nσ3m
∑
n
x2nm +
3x¯2m
Nσ3m
∑
n
xnm = {use Eqs. (D.2) and (D.5)}
=
1
Nσ3m
∑
n
x3nm −
x¯3m
σ3m
− 3x¯m
Nσ3m
(
(N − 1)σ2m + Nx¯2m
)
+
3x¯2m
σ3m
x¯m
=
1
Nσ3m
∑
n
x3nm −
x¯3m
σ3m
− 3(N − 1)x¯m
Nσm
, (D.7)
which yields an expression for the per-frame sum of cubes,∑
n
x3nm = Nσ
3
msm + Nx¯
3
m + 3(N − 1)x¯mσ2m. (D.8)
For the entire cube, we get
s =
1
MN
∑
m
∑
n
( xnm − x¯
σ
)3
= {as Eq. (D.7)}
=
1
MNσ3
∑
m
∑
n
x3nm −
x¯3
σ3
− 3(MN − 1)x¯
MNσ
= {use Eq. (D.8)}
=
1
MNσ3
∑
m
(
Nσ3msm + Nx¯
3
m + 3(N − 1)x¯mσ2m
)
− x¯
3
σ3
− 3(MN − 1)x¯
MNσ
, (D.9)
where again the RHS has only per-frame quantities and the already derived mean and standard deviation of the entire cube.
Appendix D.4: Excess kurtosis
Finally, the kurtosis for one frame is
km =
1
N
∑
n
(
xnm − x¯m
σm
)4
=
1
Nσ4m
∑
n
(
x4nm − 4x3nm x¯m + 6x2nm x¯2m − 4xnm x¯3m + x¯4m
)
=
1
Nσ4m
∑
n
x4nm −
4x¯m
Nσ4m
∑
n
x3nm +
6x¯2m
Nσ4m
∑
n
x2nm −
4x¯3m
Nσ4m
∑
n
xnm +
x¯4m
σ4m
= {use Eqs. (D.2), (D.5), and (D.8)}
=
1
Nσ4m
∑
n
x4nm −
4x¯m
Nσ4m
(
Nσ3msm + Nx¯
3
m + 3(N − 1)x¯mσ2m
)
+
6x¯2m
Nσ4m
(
(N − 1)σ2m + Nx¯2m
)
− 4x¯
3
m
σ4m
x¯m +
x¯4m
σ4m
=
1
Nσ4m
∑
n
x4nm −
4x¯msm
σm
− 6(N − 1)x¯
2
m
Nσ2m
− x¯
4
m
σ4m
, (D.10)
which leads to the following expression for the per-frame sum of fourth power:∑
n
x4nm = Nσ
4
mkm + 4Nx¯mσ
3
msm + 6(N − 1)x¯2mσ2m + Nx¯4m. (D.11)
The kurtosis for the entire cube is then
k =
1
MN
∑
m
∑
n
( xnm − x¯
σ
)4
= {as Eq. (D.10)}
=
1
MNσ4
∑
m
∑
n
x4nm −
4x¯s
σ
− 6(MN − 1)x¯
2
MNσ2
− x¯
4
σ4
= {use Eq. (D.11)}
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=
1
MNσ4
∑
m
(
Nσ4mkm + 4Nx¯mσ
3
msm + 6(N − 1)x¯2mσ2m + Nx¯4m
)
− 4x¯s
σ
− 6(MN − 1)x¯
2
MNσ2
− x¯
4
σ4
, (D.12)
using the already derived mean, standard deviation, and skewness of the entire cube.
The kurtosis for a normal distribution is 3. It is common to subtract 3 to get 0 for the normal distribution. The result is referred
to as the excess kurtosis and this is the quantity returned by the IDL kurtosis() and moments() functions, as well as by default
by python’s scipy.stats.kurtosis() function. It is the excess kurtosis value we store in our metadata.
Using a hat (ˆ) to distinguish the excess kurtosis from the kurtosis, we get
kˆ =
1
MNσ4
∑
m
(
Nσ4m(kˆm + 3) + 4Nx¯mσ
3
msm + 6(N − 1)x¯2mσ2m + Nx¯4m
)
− 4x¯s
σ
− 6(MN − 1)x¯
2
MNσ2
− x¯
4
σ4
− 3. (D.13)
Appendix D.5: Percentiles
We calculate (approximate) percentile values (including the median as the 50th percentile) from a cumulative histogram for the
entire cube, accumulated frame by frame, using a large number of bins (now 216 = 65536).
The percentile values are then the data values corresponding to the first bins that exceed the percentiles. The accuracy of
percentiles calculated in this way should be on the order of the bin size (i.e., the range of values in the cube divided by the number
of bins). We improve the accuracy by at least an order of magnitude by use of interpolation.
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